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Executive Summary and Origin
The Criminal Law Advisory Committee proposes revoking rule 4.470 and amending rule 4.305
to delete a requirement that court reporters prepare, certify, and file transcripts of certain
sentencing proceedings in all applicable cases. The committee developed the proposal in light of
recent statutory amendments to Penal Code section 1203.01 that relieved courts from producing
similar transcripts in every felony case resulting in a prison sentence.
Background
Rules 4.305 and 4.470 of the California Rules of Court require courts to advise defendants of
certain appeal rights after imposing a sentence after a trial or contested probation violation
hearing. The rules also require the following transcript requirement: “A reporter’s transcript of
the proceedings required by this rule must be forthwith prepared and certified by the reporter and
filed with the court.”
Rules 4.305 and 4.470 were originally adopted as rule 250 effective January 1, 1972. Rule 250
was designed to reduce late appeals and rebut defendants’ claims of ignorance of appeal
requirements, including the deadline to file a notice of appeal. The rule was renumbered to rule
470 effective January 1, 1991, and renumbered again to 4.305 and 4.470 effective January 1,
2001, in conjunction with a broad rule reorganization that included the addition of divisions and
chapters. Although the rule was renumbered to two rules in separate divisions, the text of both
rules remains identical.
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The Proposal
The purpose of the proposal is twofold. First, the committee proposes deleting rule 4.470 as
duplicative. As explained above, the rule was renumbered into two distinct rules in 2001 but the
text of both rules is identical. Although each rule is under distinct divisions, the committee
believes that two versions of the same rule are unnecessary and confusing. The committee
proposes retaining rule 4.305 because it is located under a division entitled “Sentencing” and
immediately precedes a similar rule for misdemeanors and infractions.
Second, recent legislation 1 revised Penal Code section 1203.01 to delete a requirement that court
reporters produce transcripts of certain sentencing proceedings in every felony case resulting in a
prison sentence. Section 1203.01 now requires production of transcripts only in capital and life
cases, or upon request by certain parties. The revisions were designed to eliminate the costs
associated with preparing transcripts unnecessarily.
In light of the recent statutory changes, the committee proposes deleting the transcript
requirement from rule 4.305. The committee believes that requiring the production of transcripts
in every applicable case is unnecessary, particularly in the absence of an appeal. If transcripts are
needed later to rebut a defendant’s claim that the court failed to provide the required
advisements, a trial or appellate court may still order production of the transcripts as needed
because all proceedings at the time of sentencing must be reported. (Cal. Rules of Court, rule
4.431.) The proposal is intended to promote cost savings and efficiencies by eliminating the costs
associated with preparing transcripts unnecessarily.
Implementation Requirements, Costs, and Operational Impacts
No costs or operational impacts are expected.
Attachments and Links
Rules 4.305 and 4.470 of the California Rules of Court
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Assem. Bill 110 (Blumenfield; Stats. 2011, ch. 193, p. 93).
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Rules 4.305 and 4.470 of the California Rules of Court would be amended, effective
January 1, 2013, to read:
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Rule 4.305. Notification of appeal rights in felony cases
After imposing sentence or making an order deemed to be a final judgment in a criminal
case on conviction after trial, or after imposing sentence following a revocation of
probation, except where the revocation is after the defendant’s admission of violation of
probation, the court must advise the defendant of his or her right to appeal, of the
necessary steps and time for taking an appeal, and of the right of an indigent defendant to
have counsel appointed by the reviewing court. A reporter’s transcript of the proceedings
required by this rule must be forthwith prepared and certified by the reporter and filed
with the clerk.
Rule 4.470. Notification of appeal rights in felony cases
After imposing sentence or making an order deemed to be a final judgment in a criminal
case on conviction after trial, or after imposing sentence following a revocation of
probation, except where the revocation is after the defendant’s admission of violation of
probation, the court must advise the defendant of his or her right to appeal, of the
necessary steps and time for taking an appeal, and of the right of an indigent defendant to
have counsel appointed by the reviewing court. A reporter’s transcript of the proceedings
required by this rule must be forthwith prepared and certified by the reporter and filed
with the clerk.

